
Weekly Report                                                  11/1/2021-15/1/2021 

 

 

English – This week we begin a new unit in English World. For phonics, the focus was on R 

blends (br and cr) Students had to read and write words that begin with br and cr. For 

grammar, students learn how to write in time phrases (In the morning she plays tennis). 

Students need additional practice asking and anwsering questions using do and does.  
 

Reading and Talking- Students complete D.E.A.R. and read their level books. We tapped into 

prior knowledges and talked about what is an astronaut. Students shared what they knew about 

astronauts and we talked about things they do in space. In English World, we read the story“ 

An Astronaut in Space“ and answered questions about the passage. Students were able to hear 

a story from a real astronaut called „The Rhino Who Swallowed a Story. 
 

Speaking and Listening – This week focus was being able to recognize sounds. Students 

listened to ten different sounds and how to guess the sounds. Most students were able to 

recognize the different sounds (dog barking, waves, telephone ringing). Students completed 

the listening activity in their English World book. Students had to listen and match the correct 

picture with the right sentence. 

Matlog- Students review 3D shapes from morning math lesson. Students learn the name of six 

different shapes (cuboid, cube,cylindar,pyramid, sphere and cone). Students had to identify 

how many edges, faces and vertices each shape has. Students complete their assignment on 

Seesaw.  

ECP- For writing students had to plan their ideas using a concept map. This month writing 

topic is My Winter Holiday. Students created the first draft of their story. Using SWAG 

students had to write sentences using capital letter, punctuation, and proper space. Students 

were split into teams and work on phonic, grammer and high frequency words. For grammar, 

students review how to ask questions using Do and Does. 

Drama-  This month play is called Cookies. Students continue to practice being Insync. In 

pairs, students practice saying simple sentences together Can we help you? Students were put 

into groups of three where they practice their parts of the play. Some students were able to 

perform in front of the class.  

 
 


